Men Revolting... Skip Gets The Sack—And How!

"A crisis has hit the Idaho campus!" was the statement of Mary Jane Donut as she announced today the Ranger Skipper has been cancelled, indefinitely postponed, and given the sack. Miss Donut discredited that the fact at Idaho have turned out the age-old custom.

Soul Pykert, rumored to be enrolled in school, reported that his views are not shared by some of men on the campus. "We can't be coerced," he said, "we fellows will agree to the drastically requirements levied upon us by Master Rent, campus, and to Commissary.

Due to this feeling among the men of the campus, the Skip will not be held. The unfortunate incident was the direct result of frustrated efforts on the part of several students who had long remained unfed. Evidently they do not realize the Leap Year is over.

Who was that lady I saw you with last night?
That was no lady, that was my wife.
Aircraft Manufacturer Retires

The Week . . .

Longing up the hill to that all best best that is corn-paddling and the pastoralism of the AMO, "Bigglesworth" Treat, for his graft "hottest" the austere "Bigglesworth" is com- ing to his thirty year in the health of affairs. His list of activities, spread in length, include an award of the "Shorts" of the Nest and the Lilac which he received for de- sign and the Administration build- ing in his favorite pastime, "Biggles" modestly admitted to his leisure hour. "Bigglesworth" is the sport, the hot at Elta Data Day by the way, and for several has held the house officer of the nest. "Bigglesworth," a native of Samo- tuh, is a new method in pub- lic the only light that has been his for December. Proud of being a Pearl of the day boy, he customarily will, and, white and blue uniform. Originally he planned to be a butterfly collector, but before had managed to his never to be. Even planes for Idaho's out- side male include putting out the flag and entering the com- munity business. He attributes all man in the point at the network of which he has always kept to his filled. With such a pad, he can go to go places and this this does not mean the Valiant. It is a safely, the bump of a mis- take and the speed of a buzz- ing. This experiment was made and sumptuous, Prof. M. says, by wind, being at a winding away, a wind skipper, fire-bomb, or buzz-bomb—one swing at it.

Mr. Douglas Fairchild Boeing, 25, recently announced his retire- ment from the aircraft field. He is shown demonstrating one of his talent planes. Other manufacturers when notified of his sudden re- tirement said "Ella leaves the industry up in the air."

Corn Specialist Is On Faculty Of University

New member of the University of Idaho faculty is Almer Higgen- bothm who will conduct classes in the department of agriculture. Mr. Higgenbothm is a graduate of Prentia State College and has completed his masters degree in electrical engineering from Altona U.

Specializing in corn culture, Higgenbothm has devoted many years of study to the eradication of Sphaceloma Blunts, or com- mon garden weed. Says Mr. Big- genbothm, "I think I have the solution now for the destruction of this menace in the newly de- veloped garden hoe." Great strides in corn development are expected as a result of this starting at- tention.

Prof. Names Star After Wifey

Prof. Henry Yurieusen emerged from ten years temporary retire- ment to announce the discovery of a new constellation. Giving a group of stars the name Neigh- bor Saw Elta Egbert, Prof. Yurieusen explained, "It's my wifey's name and after she left me eight years ago I took up star gazing."

Prof. Yurieusen is well known in campus circles, having origin- ated a few of his own in his younger days. He formerly conducted

News Flashes

According to a recent announce- ment, spontaneous surrenders will be held every night in order to establish the delightful custom on the campus. As it is now, only a few of the men's lounges have made a practice of this, but as soon as the other girls get in the grove and look like they're 21, this fine old custom will hit the Idaho campus — we will the amusements, probably.

Mr. Cantilever Borel, 43, retired hobo-liner from a doughnut fleet- ing, was arrested and brought before Police Judge Borel Way, who wished when neighbors reported he had been passing on one note on the plane for 27 consecutive hours. When questioned about his strange behavior, Mr. Borel replied "Why play any others, I've found the right one."

Deduced Milkgut, retired hobo, was taken into protective custody by police this morning when he was found sitting on a newspaper up side down. When interrogated concerning this unusual habit he backed, "Any damn fool can read it the other way.

Students To Be Higher Than A Kite

Revolutionary to the Idaho camp- us will be the establishment of a flying school on Ad Hill. Runway will be parallel to the present rail line up the hill, as it is fig- urated that in winter planes may take off easily on snow or merely skid into the Delta Pi house, with little damage to the house con- cerned except maybe a latent one still seeking in the living room. A squad of several hundred planes will be housed in what is now the first floor of the Admin- istration building, with pre-flight training taking place in the auditor- ium. Green marquees for the outfit will be professed which have agreed to give up their classes in order that the student wishes.

Graduate school is tentatively scheduled to take place in the Ar- chitect, and several hundred en- roles have already signed up for it. The following courses will be of- fered: principles of science, com- parative anatomy, meteorology and sociology.

Through mass participation, the administration has secured the low price of $15.00 per hour, instead of the usual $15.00. According to a recent statement by an official, "Now no one can say this university ain't modern. We be- lieve in going whole hog."

These in astronomy, meteorology, and submarine warfare in night time.

As a result of his discovery the Professor has been invited to at- tend the national convention of the Aeron Astronomy Association, commonly known as the A.A., next May in New York.

For those who booze, choose Old Panther F
If you are looking for the perfect hooch for that weekend party, you should try

OLD PANTHER F
Made in the manner of the old Souse
Look for the Big Red Nose on the Bottle
Storem, Dope

Hello there fans, this is your sports commentator (no relation to you at all) from the University of Idaho. This brings us to the story behind the story: My name is Aaron, and I was a member of the university golf team. Our team is currently leading the national rankings, and we are scheduled to play in the NCAA tournament next week. In fact, we are the only team from the state of Idaho that has qualified for the tournament.

Sports enjoy course

Golfers Enjoy Course

The Idaho Argonaut
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Women In Sports Tourney

The women's sports opened the season with a remodel and the introduction of a new star. The croquet and the handball court dominated the athletic scene. Karolitz Krohler, the new star of the court, showed off her skills with a drop of a beautifully tailored croquet and was awarded the game. The drop was awarded to her because of the exquisite style of the drop and the way she handled the game.

Vandals Wallop

E.I.C.A.I.

In Ball Game

Vandals baseballers under the direction of Bill Hicks, walloped the Eastern Idaho Institute for the Correction of Alchimers before extreme. Using only 11 batters, the formidable batters held the "Storks," as the Institute loves to call their athletic representatives, in check throughout most of the first round. Later on, how- ever, Bratton broke into the picture in the wall paper and later became known as the ball. The ball broke away in the first inning, but was caught before the second inning. Mickey says, "It was a fine bit of work in the ball game."

Our Motto: When It Comes to Parents, We're All Forum

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL

This week only, the forum presents a pamphlet series

$1.00 each

Handy Guides to Child Care Suitable for Kiddies to Read

— How to rob a bank
— How to hold the tight while your mother's woods
— How to make the old man toe the line
— How to whistle with the old man's wood
— What to do in the woodshed
— How to cheat at cards
— How to make a Mickey Finn
— How to make love or get women or vice versa
— How to preserve shoes while kicking out teeth
— How to trip old ladies with notice
— How to Jimmy a safe

NO SCHOOL

Due to the speed with which the students were dismissed, the usual assembly was not held. This was the first time in the past five years that all students have been "out of school." The cause for this is unknown, but speculation runs high. Some believe that the high intelligence of the student body is to blame. Most current rumor has a dragnet on the loose in the campus, which some student or student group is attempting to prevent. All details, in the direction of the rumor. Some are inclined to believe that quizzes are being taken by the students in order to baffle the campus director of studies in the murmur of the new order in the school. This is the common explanation for all the rumbling.

Howdy Doo State

PDG Password

Cutting precedence is the woman's division, and the first name in the list of the last class reared is Miss Betty Thomas. The first list of 49 members was issued in a perfect order to the mothers and fathers of the students. The acceptance of the list was made on April 2, when the list was presented to the school. The mothers and fathers were asked to sign the list, and the list was signed by the mothers and fathers of the students.